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Abstract

While conventional pricing strategy involves sellers to decide price of a hospitality product, hospitality service providing companies carry the risk of capacity underutilization in many occasions when fixed costs are already incurred. Pay What You Think Fair (PWYTF) pricing mechanism motivates tourists to pay a fair price for unutilized capacity, thereby, increasing sales and profit for marketers. This study shows that PWYTF pricing mechanism with a concrete reference price of customer can generate significantly higher revenue and profit for a long period of time. We have conducted three experiments to show that PWYTF pricing strategy is a profitable and sustainable pricing solution for hospitality service providing companies to increase revenue during off-season as well as underutilization of hired capacity. This study opens a new avenue in pricing methods used in hospitality industry and contribute in significant way both in academic and practice.
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Pricing is known to be a very important task for hospitality service providing companies (Guo et al. 2013). Since pricing is the only source of income for the services hospitality service providing companies deliver, the obligation for working management is to set the price such a way that it recovers cost and provides sufficient revenue and profit. However, it is extremely difficult to find a mechanism that will give optimum revenue to these companies (Clarke & Ng1993, Adhikari, Basu and Raj 2013). A price which is set high has the risk of customer defection, while a lower price reduces revenue. Hospitality service providing companies spend a disproportionate amount of time determining ‘how much to charge’ and ‘how to charge’ (Keane 1997, Bertini and Koenigsberg 2015). The problem is further accentuated for hospitality services where fixed costs are very high and the variable cost is marginal. It is important to ask the question that is a traditional pricing policy always worked to get higher revenue? How the traditional pricing policy addressed the issue of facility un-utilization? For example, how to recover at least some part of the cost already incurred by the hospitality company on the transport they have to hire for under capacity facility subscription; or how to generate revenue of the vacant seats of a yacht that had to be booked for handful tourists? This paper proposes a participative pricing mechanism to address these issues, and to show a new route to the academics and practitioners in hospitality research as to how significant revenue can be generated. In this pricing mechanism, tourists are involved in setting up the price for a service.

Hospitality research has studied the role of customers in developing new services, improving the product design and advertising the hospitality service (Adhikari and Bhattacharya 2015). This co-creation of product and communication is a well established business activity adopted by
hospitality service providing companies. In line with the scope creation, this paper advocates that involving customers to set their own price could be beneficial for the hospitality service providing companies. Depending upon cost structure and demand of products or services, involving customers to participate in pricing mechanism could be sustainable and highly revenue generating.

Participative pricing is a recent research interest and has gained a reasonable popularity by way of Knowing Your Own Price (Spann and Tellis 2006) and Pay What You Want Pricing (PWYW) (Kim, Natter and Spann 2009). In Pay What You Want Pricing method, consumers are free to determine the price of the product (including zero price) and pay accordingly. While the neoclassical economic theory suggests that income constrained consumers maximize utility during a transaction with cost constrained firms (Neumann and Morgenstern 1944) and recommends that a rational consumer would like to pay zero price for the product she buys, studies have revealed that a successful implementation of the Pay What You Want pricing strategy has generated significant positive revenue (Kim, Natter and Spann 2009, Gneezy et al. 2010, Chandran and Morwitz 2005). Such delegation of power to the consumer in the matter of deciding the price, combined with their social status, encourages them to pay a reasonable price for the product they buy. There is evidence from practitioners that PWYW pricing strategy has been implemented successfully in restaurants such as Potager in the U.S or the Der Wiener Deewan of Pakistan based in Vienna or the bars in Berlin. For that matter, a restaurant in India called Seva Café has also started following this technique.

Consumers’ perceptions about price fairness and their behaviour have been studied primarily from the perspectives of utility theory and distributive justice (Varian 1975, Rawls 1999, Sharifi-
Tehrani, Verbič, & Chung (2013), which proposes the effect of equality of outcomes between buyers and sellers (Xia, Monroe and Cox 2004). In other words, buyers use their internal reference price or external standards to arrive at a conclusion about what price is fair (Bolton, Warlop and Alba 2003, Adhikari & Rao 2013). In Pay What You Think Fair (PWYTF) pricing we study fairness of the buyer in a transaction. We argue that buyers form a notion about a fair price of the product on the basis of their reference price (Braun, Soskin & Cernicky 1992, Adhikari 2014). Such price evaluation, which is based on the fairness assessment of the product, is motivated by comparative judgment with price of other products in similar outlets (Mussweiler 2003) and cost of the product to the seller. We argue that according to the theory of justice, buyers would be motivated to pay a price that reduces the difference between the price he pays and his compared price in a reference transaction. Hence, we formulate hypotheses,

**H1:** Willingness of consumption of hospitality services will significantly increase in case of PWYTF pricing mechanism than a fixed pricing mechanism

**H2:** Under PWYTF pricing mechanism, customers will pay a fair price which is significantly higher than the cost of the product when they have a confirmed reference price of the product in offer

**H3:** Under PWYTF pricing mechanism, customers may not pay a price which is significantly higher than the cost of the product when they do not have a confirmed reference price of the product in offer
Empirical Studies

We conducted three experimental studies in a business school in South India to test these three hypotheses. Three categories of services were selected from a pre-test. These were boating in lake in a tourist spot (P1), food items at a corner (P2), and writing pen as souvenir (P3). Selection of products P2 and P3 took into consideration the fact that consumers have very little information about the cost of the product P3, while they have adequate information about the cost of the food items under sale (i.e. P2).

Experiment 1

To test H1, we conducted a randomized between-subject experimental study among two groups of students of size 60 each. The students were assigned in two groups randomly. Two groups were placed in two classrooms in separate blocks of the school. Students in each of the two groups had similar demographic and socio-graphic profile. Both groups were shown placard of boating in the lake. One group were told the price of one hour boating ride in the lake as Rs. 200 ($3.5) per seat while the other group was told that they can pay what they think fair (PWYTF). Willingness to purchase the boat ride were measured in seven point Likert scale, 1 being ‘will definitely not buy’ to 7 being ‘will definitely buy’. Alongwith the willingness to buy of both the groups, their demographic profile were also measured in the questionnaire. We emphasized to the students that it was extremely important for them to imagine themselves as the buyer in the scenario. Participants were asked to try to imagine how they would really feel in these situations (Rook and Fisher 1995).
Analysis and Result

Univariate analysis of mean difference of the willingness to buy in two types of pricing mechanism was conducted. The percentage of male respondents was 54% and average household income was ₹ 674,640. It is found that mean willingness to buy at a fixed price (3.48) was significantly less than the mean willingness to buy at Pay What You Think Fair pricing mechanism (5.67, F(1,118) = 62.42, p<.001).

Discussion

The results support hypotheses H1. It is evident from the result that in the Pay What You Think Fair pricing context, buyers’ willingness to buy is significantly higher than fixed price context. The result shows the congruence between price participation in the context of PWYTF and individual's perception about higher consumption. We can see here that buyers in the PWYTF environment do not behave as completely rational buyer, and pay a positive price though the buyer is allowed to pay zero amount if they think it fair.

Experiment 2

To test hypotheses H2, we conducted the second experiment at a South Indian university. We conducted the experiment with help of graduate students with incentive through graded project. Since the product had less variable cost compared to fixed cost, it was suitable for participative
pricing (Kim, Natter and Spann 2009). A campaign was put up in the campus about the offer of PWYTF two days before the experiment started.

The experiment was conducted where the seller sold food items at a designated place in the campus. The food items were not regularly sold in the canteen, however, were made of common ingredients. These items are also available in other canteens. Hence, buyers had a concrete reference price of the products under offer. Buyers were then asked to pay what they think fair.

We derived the cost and proposed selling price for the food items in the experiment. We requested three professional food sellers to decide the cost and price of each food items using the same method that they use in other food items they sell. We then took average of these costs and prices proposed by three sellers to decide on the cost and the proposed selling price of each item. The selling price proposed of the food item sold on the day of experiment was ₹ 60 and the cost was ₹ 35.

To test hypothesis H2, we conducted univariate analysis of mean difference between the cost of the food items and amount paid by the buyers. We found that the amount paid under PWYTF pricing condition (mean = 42) is significantly higher than the cost of the food item (mean =35, F(1, 228) = 33.91, p<.001).

**Discussion**

The results support H2. This shows that tourists would be motivated to pay significantly higher price for the service they buy under PWYTF pricing context. We see here that if consumers have explicit reference price of items under sale, they get a salient link between the value of the
offered item and the vendor’s monetary investment. Hence, the buyers derive a higher price as fair price when they have an idea about seller’s cost to produce the item.

**Experiment 3**

To test hypotheses H3, we conducted third experiment at the same business school. Sixty students were selected for the study through a random process. The experiment was conducted where steel body writing pens were under sale as souvenir item. The sample pens were kept on the table for thorough inspection of the participants. The students were asked to think it a real buying situation and were told that such consideration will make the research successful. Participating students were also told that they should assume that they have surplus money with them to buy the article in display, however, with that money they can also buy other articles which are of similar interest to them. Rook and Fisher (1995) suggested that responses that require personal, sensitive nature of purchasing is better performed in an imagined scenario approach since it can reduce the likelihood of social desirability bias (Beatty & Ferrell, 1998). This will also reduce interactive testing effects and increase external validity.

We derived the average cost to retailers of the pen item in the experiment from three retailers same way as we did in experiment 2. The cost of the pen derived through this method was ₹ 60. The average selling price of the pen was ₹ 100. Willingness to pay for the pen was measured through a questionnaire. Alongwith the willingness to pay, the demographic profile of the respondents were also measured in the questionnaire.

To test hypothesis H3, we conducted univariate analysis of mean difference between the cost of the pen under experiment and amount paid by the buyers. We found that the amount paid under
PWYTF pricing condition (mean = 37.67) is significantly lower than the cost of the pen (mean = 60, F(1, 118) = 148.71, p<.001).

Discussion

The results support H3. This shows that tourists would not pay enough to cover the cost of the item under sale through PWYTF pricing mechanism when they don’t have a confirmed reference price through which they can derive the cost of the product. We see here that when buyers do not have an explicit reference price of items under sale, they are respond to such pricing mechanism to their own favor which may lead to seller’s loss. Hence, the buyers derive a low price as fair price when they don’t have an idea about seller’s cost to produce the item.

General Discussion and Conclusion

The above three studies show the evidence of a newly proposed participative pricing mechanism, Pay What You Think Fair pricing, using consumers’ fairness perception. We have shown that how willingness to pay under PWYTF can help hospitality service providing companies to earn higher revenue for unsold services where fixed cost is already incurred. This may help hospitality service providing companies to increase cumulative sales, revenue and profit. Our studies found that PWYTF pricing mechanism can significantly influence consumers purchase behaviour. Marketers are to consider that while consumers feel happy to be a part of the pricing of the product they buy, they are also conscious about their self image and pay significantly higher than zero, the best option for a rational consumer.
We showed that since buyers are explicitly asked to behave fairly, the possibility of them paying less than the cost of the product reduces. In many cases where fixed costs are already incurred by hospitality service providing companies (e.g. cruise, day tour package, multiplex, theme park etc.) PWYTF pricing strategy may be highly sustainable and can generate significantly higher revenue for the hospitality service providing companies than fixed pricing mechanism.
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